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ABSTRACT 
Mixed Plasmonic Nanoparticles for Enhanced-Performance Organic Solar Cells 
Neda Etebari Alamdari 
 
Photovoltaics (PVs) are considered as a promising approach to provide a renewable and 
environmentally friendly energy source. Ease of process, low-cost, light-weight, optical 
tunability, mechanical flexibility, semi-transparency and low-temperature fabrication makes 
organic solar cells (OSCs) a competitive choice in comparison with the currently dominating 
inorganic polycrystalline and Si-based devices. To commercialize the polymer PVs, however, 
higher efficiencies will be required. The reason behind the undesirable performance of organic 
devices is their insufficient light harvesting efficiency which could be enhanced by exploitation 
of localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). The intensified local electric field in the vicinity 
of metal nanoparticles (MNPs), which is induced by excitation of LSPR, is expected to intensify 
the light harvesting capacity inside the active layer of OSCs. 
In this study, the performance of polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunction (BHJ) OSCs incorporated 
with various MNPs are investigated. We analyzed the enhancement in optical absorption of 
poly(3-hexylthiophene):3´-phenyl-3´H-cyclopropa [1,9][5,6] fullerene-C60-Ih-3´-butanoic acid 
methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM) active medium while MNPs with different shapes, sizes and 
densities are deposited on top of the indium tin oxide (ITO) modified anode. The characterization 
results revealed both optical and electrical improvements of fabricated OSCs. A remarkable 
enhancement of 30% in the power conversion efficiency (PCE) has been achieved, attributed to 
the plasmonic effect observed in the MNPs. 
iv 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 
 
Solar energy is one of the most consequential sources of renewable energy along with water 
power, wind and biomass. Nowadays, due to population increase and ongoing environmental 
problems there is a compelling demand for green and regenerative energy. The hazardous effect 
of greenhouse gases caused by fossil fuels and natural oils could be mitigated by using more 
environmentally friendly energy sources.  
On the other hand, the annual output of solar irradiation (5% UV, 43% visible, 52% IR) exceeds 
by far the‎ world’s‎ yearly‎ energy‎ consumption.‎ Therefore, solar energy is considered as a 
promising replacement for current contaminating and limited energy sources [1]. That is to say, 
solar energy could be a reliable solution to the problems of climate change and environmental 
contaminations without any supply limit.  
As reported‎by‎the‎International‎Energy‎Agency,‎―the world needs a clean energy revolution in 
order to break dependence on fossil fuels. Such a revolution would enhance global energy 
security, promote enduring economic growth and tackle environmental challenges such as 
climate change. It would break the long‐standing link between economic growth and carbon 
dioxide (CO2) emissions [2].‖ 
Consequently, converting the energy of light directly into electricity by means of PVs becomes 
one of the most pertinent research topics nowadays. The demand for fundamentally new 
technologies in this field stimulated scientific research to develop inexpensive and efficient solar 
cells (SCs). The extended use of these SCs requires affordable prices as well as high efficiencies 
comparable to the fossil fuels.   
2 
Although during the past decades, SCs technology has been introduced and developed 
commercially, the global use of PVs is emerging at a slow pace. The reason behind this is high 
cost of traditional inorganic SCs. Despite the technology advancement which resulted in a 
remarkable price drop of inorganic PVs, the cost is still unaffordable as compared to that of 
current energy sources. Moreover, the manufacturing process often leads to the formation of 
contaminants and invasive chemicals. The inflexibility of inorganic modules is another challenge, 
which prevents large scale installations [3]. 
The organic photovoltaics (OPVs) have the potential to contribute significantly to the solar 
energy market due to their many favorable properties including ease of processing, low- 
temperature fabrication, light-weight, portability, flexibility and substantial ecological benefits. 
For polymer-based PVs, there is also the possibility of improving the properties of polymer 
materials by facile chemical manipulation. The low-cost fabrication and cheaper organic 
semiconductor materials in comparison with costly inorganic semiconductors would make OSCs 
more practical devices in the PV market. Moreover, OSCs could be printed out using an inkjet 
printer resulting in flexible and roll-to-roll devices. This could also facilitate their installation 
process.  
Besides, polymer-based devices could be fabricated with a very thin layer of active material due 
to their high optical absorption coefficient. However, the OSCs possess quite lower efficiencies 
than their inorganic counterparts. The low charge carrier mobility and charge collection 
properties as well as the mismatch between the absorption spectra of the device and the solar 
radiation could be mentioned as some of the principal obstacles to achieve a highly efficient OSC 
[3].   
3 
Researches on enhanced-efficiency polymer SCs have recently attracted lots of interest both from 
the scientific community and industry due to their high potential of application.   
4 
2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
 
Throughout the years, the PV market is dominated by Si-based SCs. Monocrystalline GaAs 
devices with efficiencies as high as 26% have already been manufactured with a theoretical 
predicted maximum performance being about 31% for monojunctions and 40% for 
multijunctions [4]. 
However, Si-based SC industries are dealing with some serious obstacles, such as resource 
shortage and high-cost manufacturing process. In order to bring green energy in our day-to-day 
life through SCs technology, more affordable devices should be developed.  
Thus, OSCs can be a reliable substitute for inorganic ones if they could perform at higher 
efficiencies. The most outstanding property of organic semiconductor-based SCs relies on their 
facile, green and low-cost fabrication process which leads to inexpensive, flexible and 
environmentally friendly devices. However, organic devices are still far behind their inorganic 
counterparts considering their low performance. The most recent reported efficiency of OSCs is 
around 7.4% [5], which implies a prolonged way to achieve an OSCs-dominated PV market. 
Morphology-dependent charge transport properties, long-term stability, light-harvesting 
limitations, photocurrent and efficiency are still the remaining issues at the center of scientific 
attention in the OSCs field.  
From 1986, when the first bilayer OSC was developed by Tang [6], a lot of attempts have been 
made in order to overcome the drawbacks of increasing the performance of these devices. The 
PCE of pure conjugated polymer-based SCs is in the range of 1-2 % [7].  
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Over the years, the performance of standard typical devices enhanced remarkably by various 
design, material, structure and morphology manipulations such as development of BHJ active 
layer instead of bilayer structure [8], taking advantage of various buffer layers such as Poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) and lithium fluoride (LiF) [9], 
morphology modifications [10, 11], investigations on metal electrodes [12, 13], using different 
active layer materials with different concentrations and deposition techniques [14, 15], and 
introduction of tandem SCs [16]. However, new technologies should be developed in order to 
improve the performance of OSCs.  
One recent approach is the incorporation of noble MNPs in OSCs which could significantly 
contribute to the performance of the devices mainly through LSPR and scattering effects. LSPR 
is defined as the collective oscillations of conduction band electrons at the interface of MNPs and 
the dielectric environment resonated by the incident light. According to the literature [17, 18], 
MNPs improved the performance of inorganic SCs due to enhanced light-harvesting efficiency 
inside the photoactive  material via scattering effect.  
Regarding organic devices, there have been multiple studies for incorporation of MNPs, either 
directly on top of the ITO electrode [17, 19, 20] within the hole transport buffer layer [21, 22], or 
within the BHJ active layer [23, 24, 25] of single-junction OSCs as well as the interconnecting 
layer of tandem OSCs [18, 26]. 
The current study, on the other hand, presents a different approach: an efficiency-enhanced BHJ 
OSC using a dual plasmonic nanostructure consisting of gold nanorods (Au NRs) mixed with 
silver nanospheres (Ag NSs). In this method, each MNP contributes to the photocurrent and 
efficiency of OSCs depending on its size, shape and absorption spectra. In other words, different 
types of MNPs complement each other to broaden the region in which absorption enhancement 
6 
takes place. The performance of the devices is first characterized and optimized for deposition of 
only Au NRs and only Ag NSs on the ITO transparent anode. Afterwards, the effects arising from 
integration of dual metallic nanostructure on the ITO anode are investigated through various 
characterization techniques. Finally, a comparison is done among the characteristics of the 
devices incorporated with only Au NRs, only Ag NSs, and the combined nanostructure of Au 
NRs and Ag NSs. 
The thesis is divided into six chapters starting with a general introduction and continued by 
background and motivation. The concept of organic solar cells is described in chapter 3. Chapter 
4 is dedicated to the characteristics and application of metal nanoparticles. The details of device 
fabrication and characterization are explained in chapter 5. Finally, the thesis ended up with 






3. ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS 
3.1 Operation Principle 
Conventional bilayer OSC was inverted in 1986 by Tang [6]. Since then there have been 
noticeable improvements in the performance and stability of these cells. The main difference 
between polymer-based SCs and conventional inorganic devices is the process of converting 
absorbed light into free charge carriers. That is, the light absorption process inside inorganic 
semiconductors leads to the creation of free electrons and holes. However, upon light absorption, 
the polymer-based materials generate bound electron-hole pairs named excitons. Therefore, the 
charge creation, transport and collection properties would be different in OSCs compared to their 
inorganic counterparts.  
 
Figure ‎3-1. (a) 3D and (b) 2D energy diagrams of an OSC which represent the four main steps in 
order to generate photocurrent: (1) light absorption and exciton generation, (2) diffusion of 
excitons to the donor-acceptor interface, (3) exciton dissociation to free charge carriers, and (4) 
collection of electrons and holes by their respective electrodes. Reproduced from ref. [27]. 
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As it is shown schematically in Figure ‎3-1, the basic mechanism of photocurrent generation 
inside an OSC could be explained in 4 main steps [15], 
 Light absorption and excitons generation 
 Diffusion of excitons to active interfaces 
 Charge separation 
 Charge transport and collection 
In order to convert the incident light directly into electricity by means of an OSC, there should be 
an active layer which is basically made of two photoactive materials in which the light absorption 
and generation of excitons take place. The photogenerated excitons are supposed to be diffused 
and dissociated to free electrons and holes. The free charge carriers would be collected by two 
metallic electrodes, between which the active area is sandwiched. One of the electrodes, namely 
either the cathode or the anode, is transparent in order to transmit the incident light inside the 
device. 
3.1.1 Light absorption and excitons generation 
In order to optimize the amount of transferred light into the absorbing layer, the first material in 
the device structure that encounter with photons should be as transparent as possible. This could 
minimize the losses through reflections at the air-substrate interfaces. During light incidence from 
one layer to another, light losses could be minimized by reducing the difference of the optical 
refractive index between two sequential layers. The device reflectance depends on all layers and 
it is different from the reflectance in air-substrate interface. Light-harvesting could be enhanced 
by any redirecting of incident light due to the path length increase inside the device. Dielectric 
functions of layers, layer ordering and thickness of layers are of great importance considering 
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antireflection losses [28]. Losses are also reducible by surface patterning such as one-dimensional 
gratings [29]. 
A mismatch between the absorption spectrum of the photoactive organic layer and solar spectrum 
could negatively affect the efficiency of photon collection of the device. The active layer should 
be thick enough to efficiently absorb the incident light. The optimal thickness of the active layer 
of a typical polymer-based device is in the order of 100-200 nm, which results in low absorption 
of incident light. Increasing the thickness, however, causes low carrier mobilities and in turn 
results in higher device resistance [18, 30]. A detailed investigation about the impact of the active 
layer thickness on the performance of BHJ SCs could be found in the literature [31]. 
 
Figure ‎3-2. Absorption coefficient of diverse photoactive materials. Reproduced from ref. [32].  
In general, organic materials possess higher optical absorption coefficient (α) as compared with 
that of crystalline or multicrystalline silicon. As it is shown in Figure ‎3-2, P3HT possesses an 




in the visible spectrum region. Due to the 
lack of light absorption in the red and near infrared (NIR) part of the spectrum for P3HT and 
Poly[2-methoxy-5-(3′,7′-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV), recent 
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researches are focused on developing of organic polymers with an optical band in the NIR as 
well. These materials are named small band-gap polymers [33, 32]. A band gap of 1.1 eV (1100 
nm) could absorb approximately 77% of the incident light. Since the semiconductor polymers 
usually have higher band gaps around 2 eV (620 nm), the light harvesting of solar irradiation on 
earth reduces to 30% [34]. After light absorption inside the photoactive material, electrically 
neutral excitons are generated.  
3.1.2 Diffusion of excitons to active interfaces 
For an ideal device, all generated excitons lead to the creation of free electrons and holes. 
However, this value is confined by re-emitting of a photon in luminescence or radiative 
recombination to the ground state. Considering the conjugated polymers as the active material, it 
is estimated that only 10% of the photoexcitations ends up as free charge carriers [35]. 
The exciton diffusion length, LD, is defined as the distance that an exciton could cross during its 
lifetime. It is typically in the order of 10 nm, however, its precise value is determined by the 
device structure and the dielectric environment [36].  
Since the exciton transport is restricted by radiative and nonradiative decay processes, the life 
time of an exciton corresponds to the reciprocal value of all these decay rates. For molecular 
material, this value is estimated around only several nanoseconds. For an efficient device, 
excitons should reach the photoactive interface during this period of time. In other words, only 
the excitons which are generated in few nanometers distance (less than LD) around the interface 
could contribute to charge separation. This area is known as diffusion zone. Consequently, to 
increase the charge separation probability all excitons should be generated within the diffusion 
zone.  
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3.1.3 Exciton dissociation 
Transformation of excitons to free charge carriers occurs at dissociation sites which are 
photoactive interfaces of two dissimilar materials with different electron affinities. Strong electric 
fields are necessary for efficient charge separation. Both internal and external electric fields could 
contribute to this phenomenon. A strong local electric field is created at the interfaces where 
sharp changes of the potential energy take place [37]. 
If the created electric field is too weak for separation beyond electrostatic attraction, two kinds of 
free charge carrier loss might occur including geminate and nongeminate recombinations. 
Geminate recombination is defined as a recombination of a dissociated electron and hole and 
regeneration of an exciton. On the other hand, if an electron and a hole from different excitons 
recombine, it is introduced as biomolecular nongeminate recombination [28, 38]. 
3.1.4 Charge transfer and collection 
The separated free charge carries should be transported towards the appropriate electrodes in 
order to contribute to the photogenerated current. Since electrons and holes possess different 
mobilities in the material, they might trap into localized states. There is a correspondence 
between the distance that free charge carriers move in order to reach electrodes and the 
possibility of getting trapped. Therefore, a thin active layer is better than a thick one. However, 
thinner active layer results in a lower optical absorption, since the light harvesting efficiency is 
proportional to the thickness of the photoactive material.  
Efficient charge transportation occurs if there is a strong enough driving force to push the free 
electrons and holes towards the electrodes. The difference between the highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO) of the donor and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of 
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the acceptor creates a gradient at the donor-acceptor junction. This internal electric field not only 
controls the maximum value of open circuit voltage (VOC) but also intensifies charge carrier 
transportation to the electrodes (Figure ‎3-3).   
 
Figure ‎3-3. Correspondence between maximum potential energy generated by an OSC and 
involved energy levels. Reproduced from ref. [32]. 
 
Taking advantage of asymmetrical contacts, one with low work-function metal for the collection 
of electrons and one with high work-function metal for the collection of the holes, gives rise to 
the driving power required to pass on the electrons and holes. Finally, the charge carriers are 
supposed to be collected by electrodes. The best choice would be a positive anode which matches 
with HOMO level of the active layer polymer (i.e. ITO and P3HT), and a negative metallic 
cathode such as aluminum (AL) matches with LUMO level of the acceptor material (PCBM). 
The transport phenomenon in organic semiconductors is investigated with more details in the 
literature [39, 40].  
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3.2 Device Structure 
3.2.1 Bilayer devices 
The first OSCs were formed using a single layer of organic material sandwiched between two 
dissimilar electrodes, in which the PV characteristics were determined by the nature of these 
electrodes. The heavily conjugated photoactive materials resulted in the highest possible 
efficiency of 0.3% for this design. A demand for devices with better performance induced the 
development of a double-layer heterojunction structure that consisted of p-type and n-type 
organic semiconductors, which was introduced by Tang in 1986.  
 
 
Figure ‎3-4. A bilayer configuration of an OSC based on PCBM as an acceptor and MDMO-PVP 
as a donor. Reproduced from ref. [37]. 
 
It was made of copper phthalocyanine as the electron donor, and a perylene tetracarboxylic 
derivative as the electron acceptor. Two dissimilar electrodes, including ITO and Ag were 
responsible to collect positive and negative charges, respectively. The Power Conversion 
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Efficiency of the device was around 1% under AM2 illumination [6]. Figure ‎3-4 represents a 
bilayer configuration using MDMO-PPV and PCBM as organic semiconductors. The photoactive 
material of bilayer design was largely investigated throughout the years [41, 42].  
However, the efficiency remained poor due to the limited interfacial area between n- and p-type 
organic materials. In this design, only the excitons formed within the LD distance from the 
interface could reach the dissociation sites. The other photogenerated excitons further away from 
the diffusion zone were diminished since they were not able to reach the donor-acceptor interface 
before they lost their excitation energy. This limit on the performance of OSCs was solved by the 
development of BHJ concept which could give rise to the interfacial area between donor and 
acceptor.  
3.2.2 Bulk heterojunction devices 
Solution-processed BHJ PVs were first reported in 1995 [8]. It is defined as a nanoscale 
interpenetrating network composed of a donor-acceptor blend. In which a 10-20 nm phase 
separation length scale is the reason behind the prolonged interfacial between two combined 
organic semiconductors. Applying this structure results in the photogeneration of all excitons 
within the diffusion length. Therefore, irrespective of the active layer thickness, these created 
electron-hole pairs could contribute to the charge separation process and in turn improve the 
efficiency of the OSCs. 
Morphology of the solution became one of the most consequential challenges since the separated 
free charge carriers should be able to reach the electrodes. Inside the mixture, however, there is 
no preferred direction for internal fields of electrons and holes. This means there should be a 
strong driving force to navigate them towards corresponding electrodes. Moreover, the pathways 
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through which all free charges could transfer to the electrodes are required. Holes are supposed to 
be transported by p-type semiconductor and electrons by n-type material so the mixture should be 
a bicontinuous and interpenetrating network [43]. One of the first and the most utilized BHJ 
photoactive materials were achieved by mixing PCBM and MDMO-PPV as the acceptor and 
donor, respectively. The schematic structure of MDMO-PPV:PCBM bulk heterojunction OSC 
along with Atomic force microscopy (AFM)  and Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
images of active material are depicted in Figure ‎3-5. 
 
Figure ‎3-5. (a) Schematic layout structure of a polymer:fullerene BHJ OSC. (b) TEM image of 
involved layers. (c) AFM and TEM images of photoactive layer (MDMO:PPV/PCBM), the green 
color in AFM and light gray in TEM represent the polymer phase, and PCBM is shown with red 
color in AFM and dark gray in TEM; demonstrate the phase separation in a bulk heterojunction 
layer as a bicontinuous interpenetrating network. Reproduced from ref. [44]. 
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A mismatch between the solar radiation spectrum and the absorption spectrum of the active 
material is one of the limiting factors in order to achieve high current densities in OSCs. 
Moreover, polymer semiconductors normally possess low charge carrier mobilities which could 
be considered as another delimiting parameter.  
In this regard, P3HT is known as a low band gap and high charge carrier mobility polymer 
semiconductor. This is the reason behind substituting P3HT:PCBM blend for MDMO-
PPV:PCBM. P3HT with a band-gap energy of 1.85eV absorbs photons with wavelengths smaller 
than 675 nm.  If the polymer defines the optical absorption of the composite, P3HT:PCBM could 
absorb 27% of the available photons and 44.3% of the available power [33]. A polymer with a 
band-gap as low as 1.1 eV would increase the absorption of solar photons by up to 77% [34]. 
Figure ‎3-6 illustrates FEM image of P3HT:PCBM as well as the molecular structure of P3HT and 
PCBM. Research in this area is still ongoing in order to achieve enhanced-performance BHJ 
OSCs by means of new materials and low band-gap polymers [45, 46]. 
Furthermore, polymer-based devices are dealing with degradation and stability problems. Since 
the active material is affected by oxygen and water, it should be protected from ambient air. 
Hence, the stability becomes a crucial parameter in OSCs along with the nanomorphology [47]. 
Altogether, the performance of BHJ OSCs is influenced by nanoscale morphology, device 




Figure ‎3-6. (a) Bright field TEM (BF TEM) image, (b) the zoom in, and (c) the schematic 
representation of the pristine bulk heterojunction P3HT:PCBM blend. The inset in Figure 3-6 (a) 
is the corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern. Reproduced from ref. 
[48]. Molecular structure of (d) P3HT and (e) PCBM.  
 
 
Figure ‎3-7. Nanoscale morphology, device properties, and molecular structure are closely 
interconnected parameters which affect the performance of an OSC. 
Charge separation and 









3.3 Characterization  
The number of free charge carriers collected by the electrodes corresponds to the electric field 
produced by a device. The photogenerated current is determined by the charge separation, 
transportation and collection process which has already been introduced in chapter 1.2. There are 
some limiting factors which affect the number of absorbed photons such as the absorption 
coefficient and the thickness of the absorbing material, the multiple reflections from various 
layers of the device like electrodes, and a mismatch between the absorption spectra of the light 
absorbing layer and solar irradiation spectrum. The probability that excitons would be generated 
within the diffusion zone and also would be separated in the dissociation sites is a key factor 
which determines the fraction of dissociated electron-hole pairs [49]. 
Altogether,‎ the‎photocurrent‎efficiency‎ (ƞj)‎depends‎on‎ the‎ fraction‎of‎absorbed‎photons‎ (ƞabs), 
the‎ fraction‎ of‎ dissociated‎ excitons‎ (ƞdiss), and the fraction of free electrons and holes which 
could‎reach‎the‎electrodes‎(ƞout),‎‎ƞj  = ƞabsƞdissƞout [50]. 
3.3.1 MIM (Metal-Insulator-Metal) model  
The Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) model [51] could explain the different conditions in which an 
undoped semiconductor device is characterized in the dark. Figure ‎3-8  shows a rectifying 
behavior of an intrinsic semiconductor. Following the general structure of an SC, the thin-film 
layer is sandwiched between two electrodes with different work functions namely Al and ITO. 
Fermi levels represent the metal electrodes. The semiconductors, however, are depicted by their 
valence and conduction bands corresponding to the molecular HOMO and LUMO levels [28, 
50]. 
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Closed circuit condition: (Figure ‎3-8.a) There is neither a built-in electric field nor a net current 
flowing since there is no applied voltage. The Fermi levels are aligned with each other. Under 
illumination, however, the free charge carriers are transferred to their corresponding electrodes 
via this electric field. Electrons can drift from LUMO of the acceptor to the low work function 
electrode (cathode) and from HOMO of the donor to the high work function electrode (anode).  
Open circuit condition: (Figure ‎3-8b) The applied voltage, which is called open circuit voltage, 
balances the built-in field. Therefore, there is no driving force and in turn the photogenerated 
current of the device would be zero.  
Reverse bias condition: (Figure ‎3-8c) Anode and cathode act as negative and positive electrodes, 
respectively. The photogenerated charges drift in strong electric field towards their corresponding 
contacts resulting in a high current flow.   
 
Figure ‎3-8. MIM picture of organic diode device under (a) Closed circuit, (b) open circuit, (c) 
reversed bias, and (d) forward bias conditions. Reproduced from ref. [50]. 
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Forward bias condition (larger than VOC): (Figure ‎3-8d) Electrons are injected from cathode (Al) 
to LUMO of the acceptor and holes are injected from anode (ITO) to HOMO of the donor. The 
device works as a light-emitting diode (LED) if these charges can recombine radiatively [28, 50]. 
 
3.3.2 Current-voltage characteristics 
J-V characteristics for an SC under illumination and in the dark are shown in Figure ‎3-9-a. In the 
dark, current starts to flow in forward-bias while the applied bias exceeds the open circuit 
voltage. Under illumination, JSC represents the maximum photocurrent which flows in a short 
circuit condition.  
VOC is the open circuit voltage in which there is no current flow. The output power generated by 
the device is determined by the product between current and voltage, which is shown in the 
fourth quadrant between VOC and JSC.  
The maximum output power, named maximum power point (MPP), is obtained where this 
product is optimized. Impp and Vmpp are respectively the current and the voltage at this point. The 
power conversion efficiency of the device is given by Ƞe= (VOC×JSC×FF)/(Pin) and FF= 
(Impp×Vmpp)/(JSC×VOC) ,where Pin is the incident light power density which should respect the 
standard AM 1.5 spectrum [52], and FF is the fill factor which calculates the applicable part of 
the VOC and JSC product. 
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Figure ‎3-9. (a) J-V curves of an OSC; Under illumination (full line) and in the dark (dashed line). 
(b) A simplified equivalent circuit for a solar cell. Reproduced from ref. [50]. 
 
Figure ‎3-9-b represents a simplified equivalent circuit of an SC device in which Iph stands for the 
generated photocurrent under illumination, Id represents the diode current which is in the opposite 
direction of that for the diode, Rsh stands for the shunt resistance which arises from the potential 
leakage current of the device, and finally Rs represents ohmic series resistance, which results 
from the active layer and electrodes contact.‎ The‎ device‎ should‎ be‎ free‎ of‎ ―shorts‖‎ between‎
electrodes to maximize the parallel shunt resistance and in turn achieve a high-performance SC. 
In contrast with Rsh, Rs should be minimized to increase the overall efficiency, and specifically 
FF [50]. The slopes of J-V curve at VOC and JSC show the series and shunt resistance, 
respectively. 
3.3.3 Open circuit voltage of OSCs 
In OSCs, the open circuit voltage depends on the energy difference between HOMO of the donor  
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(quasi Fermi level of p-type semiconductor) and LUMO of the acceptor (quasi Fermi level of the 
n-type semiconductor). The nanomorphology of the active layer has a crucial impact on the VOC 
of the polymer fullerene BHJ SCs [53, 54]. 
Moreover, charge carrier losses at the interfaces of electrodes and photoactive layer could lower 
the VOC.  The surface of ITO could be modified with plasma etching or by deposition of a thin 
layer of hole conducting transparent organic material in order to match the HOMO of the 
photoactive material and energy levels of the anode. The same modification could be done for the 
cathode by adding a thin layer of LiF between Al and active material. Furthermore, metal-organic 
semiconductor interfacial properties such as work function alternations could affect VOC. In depth 
studies about the reciprocal effects between VOC and OSCs characteristics could be found in the 
literature [55, 56].  
3.3.4 Short circuit current of OSCs 
Assuming an ideal device, short circuit current density (JSC) mainly depends on the charge carrier 
mobility and photoinduced charge carrier density of photoactive organic material. If the 
efficiency of photoinduced charge generation and in turn the density of corresponding charge 
carriers is given according to the absorption profile of the device, the variable parameter would 
be the mobility.  
All the factors that affect the nanomorphology of the active material such as deposition 
techniques, solvent type and crystallization time have a direct impact on the short circuit current 
density of the SC. Therefore, optimization of JSC becomes possible by controlling the nanoscale 
morphology of the device [37]. 
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3.4 Theoretical assessments 
Modeling and simulations have always been one of the complementary tools in order to estimate 
the theoretical performing limits of devices [57, 58]. 
In this section, some results of numerical calculations are provided for characterization of 
P3HT:PCBM bulk heterojunction OSCs which are all reproduced from ref. [59]. 
The simulated polymer:fullerene device is influenced by generation, transportation and collection 
properties of charge carriers. The structure of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM/LiF/Al is 
considered with thickness of ITO=140 nm, PEDOT:PSS=50 nm, P3HT:PCBM=100 nm and Al= 
100 nm. The standard parameter set for P3HT:PCBM device is given in Table ‎3-1.  





Furthermore, J-V characteristics of the device are shown in Figure ‎3-10. 
 
Figure ‎3-10. Calculated J-V curves (a) in the dark and (b) under illumination for a P3HT:PCBM 
BHJ solar cell; With a device structure of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM/LiF/AL. Reproduced 
from ref. [59]. 
 
The acquired SC parameters are VOC =0.39V, JSC=20.61 mA/cm
2
, FF=48% and PCE=3.88%. 
Moreover, the influence of the free charge carriers mobility on PCE of the device has been 
studied as it is shown in Figure ‎3-11. JSC increases by the enhancement of the charge carrier 
mobility, however, lower PCE at high mobilities results from lower VOC.  
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Figure ‎3-11. Numerically calculated impact of electron/hole mobility on PCE of the organic BHJ 
SC. Reproduced from ref. [59]. 
Finally, the effect of active layer thickness on PCE is discussed. According to the results depicted 
in Figure ‎3-12, there is a point in which the efficiency is optimized.  
As explained previously in this chapter, increasing the thickness of an organic semiconductor 
BHJ layer correspondingly enhances the device resistance. On the other hand, very thin layer 
leads to low absorption of light. 
 
Figure ‎3-12. Effect of cell thickness on the PCE of the polymer: fullerene BHJ OSC. Reproduced 
from ref. [59]. 
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4. METAL NANOPARTICLES: PROPERTIES AND 
APPLICATION IN ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS 
4.1 Plasmonic Effect 
The collective oscillations of conduction electrons stimulated by the electromagnetic field (EM) 
of incident light is identified as surface plasmon resonance (SPR). The phenomenon is only 
observed in nanoscale metallic particles in which the electrons are confined in three dimensions. 
Due to this effect, an electric field is induced around nanoparticles (NPs) which could be larger 
than that of the incident light by orders of magnitude. SPR is a nanoscaled-size effect; that is, the 
bulk metal particles do not possess such properties. In the case of MNPs, the electrons are 
confined in three dimensions, which results in LSPR. Nanowires, nanotubes and nanofilms could 
also exhibit SPs. In consequence of their large dimensions compared to the light wavelength; 
however, the induced EM field propagates along the interface of the metal and dielectric medium 
instead of being localized [60]. 
Recent researches proved that SPs have the potential for a broad range of beneficial applications 
in diverse areas such as drug delivery [61], PV cells [62], sensing [63], superlenzing [64], cancer 
diagnosis and therapy [65],  light emitting devices [66]. Due to the diverse practical applications 
of MNPs, their various synthesis techniques and unique properties have been investigated [67, 
68]. 
In 1908, Gustav Mie came up with a rigorous theoretical treatment to explain the optical 
properties of metallic colloids [69]. Although this was the beginning point to investigate the SPs 
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scientifically, the evidences from ancient civilizations show the use of MNPs as of centuries ago. 
The most well-known example is a Roman glass cage cup, named Lycurgus cup, which looks 
green or red while the light is illuminating from outside or inside, respectively (Figure ‎4-1). The 
reason behind is the presence of MNPs in the glass [70]. 
 
Figure ‎4-1. The green Lycurgus cup, while light is illuminating from outside, turns to red when 
light is shone from inside.  The glass contains tiny amount of MNPs which give it this unusual 
optical characteristic.  
 In scientific point of view, a lattice of ionic cores along with the free conductive band electrons, 
could be a useful description for a MNP [71]. The dissimilar charges are separated towards the 
surface upon the incident of EM field of light.  Hence, an electric dipole would be generated due 
to the accumulation of opposite charges in different sides of the surface. The internal created 
electric field by this dipole would resist to EM field of the incident light. Moreover, the external 
light field will force the accumulated charges to return back to their initial position [72, 73] 
(Figure ‎4-2). This could be simulated by a simple linear oscillator in which there is a force to 
return the situation to equilibrium.  
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Figure ‎4-2. Interaction between the electromagnetic field of incident light with metallic 
nanoparticles results in the creation of a dipole. Reproduced from ref. [67]. 
The plasmonic frequency is defined as a frequency at which electrons will keep oscillating after 
removing the external field. A resonance occurs while an external force with frequency equal to 
the plasmonic frequency applies to the MNPs. The alternating applied frequency defines the 
frequency by which the electrons oscillate; however, the amplitude and phase depend on both 
internal and external forces. The illuminated light provides the kinetic and electrostatic energy of 
the oscillating electrons associated with the electric fields of the dipole. Excitation requires more 
energy due to larger oscillations. In other words, more light quenches at the time of resonating 
SPs inside the MNPs. Consequently, the peaks in the absorption spectrum of MNPs correspond to 
the excitation of SPs. The absorbed light brings the electrons to their excited states [74]. 
The efficiency of an MNP depends on its scattering and absorbing properties [75]. The 
absorption/scattering efficiency of an MNP is proportional to its absorption/ scattering cross 
sections; the area in which all incident photons are absorbed/scattered. The extinction cross 
section is the sum of these two areas; the geometrical section of the particle where all photons are 
removed from the incident light by either absorbing or scattering.  
In general, the extinction cross section of noble MNPs exceeds their geometrical sections. This 
could be enhanced by up to 10 times [76]. Larger extinction cross sections represent higher 
efficiency of MNPs in terms of absorbing and scattering the illuminated light. MNPs owe this 
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unique characteristic to SPR effect; that is, the excitation of SPs results in concentration of 
incident light by NPs to induce an intensified extinction cross section. However, the relation 
between the light absorption intensity and absorption cross section is exponential. In other words, 
a small increase in the absorption cross section leads to a huge enhancement of the absorption 
efficiency [71]. 
SPR effect and in turn the optical properties of MNPs dramatically depend on the particle 
geometry and the surrounding medium [77]. 
4.1.1 The effect of particle geometry and surrounding medium 
The properties of metal nanoscaled-size particles could be divided into two regions based on their 
sizes; nanoparticles with radius smaller than 50 nm,‎known‎as‎―quasi-static‖‎regime,‎and‎the‎ones‎
with sizes comparable to the light wavelength [78]. The performance of small size particles could 
be successfully explained by a dielectric dipole. In this case, the width and intensity of the 
resonance band are determined by the size dependency of the SPR effect. However, the impact on 
resonance wavelength is negligible [79]. As it is shown in Figure ‎4-3-a, the resonance absorption 
intensity of silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) with different sizes embedded in silica (n=1.5) is 
significantly affected; larger radius particles represent higher intensities. As it was expected, 
there is no remarkable alteration in the wavelength region which proves the independency of 
resonance wavelength from size effect. The size-dependency of MNPs optical properties has been 
investigated extensively in the literature [71, 77, 80]. 
According to Figure ‎4-3-b, for particles smaller than 5 nm, there is a linear relationship between 




Figure ‎4-3. (a) Calculated optical absorption spectrum for Ag NPs with different sizes, (b) the 
relationship between FWHM and the particle radius; the inset represents a linear correspondence 
between FWHM and the inverse of the radius. Reproduced from ref. [71]. 
 
On the other hand, a dipole is not accurate enough to describe the optical behavior of large 
particles which have radius sizes comparable to the light wavelength. Consequently, the several 
peaks of resonance band should be explained by multipolar terms like quadrupole for two peaks. 
A detailed dipole and quadrupole behavior of MNPs can be found elsewhere [81]. 
Particles with further large radius show thoroughly different characteristics, which could not be 
explained by multipolar terms. In this case, the excitation of SPs is related to the propagating EM 
waves at the interface of metal and dielectric medium, which is kind of different phenomenon.  
The other parameter which noticeably affects the resonance of SPs is the shape of MNPs. The 
resonance wavelength could be adjusted based on the required wavelength for any specific 
application by proper selection of MNPs shape [82, 83, 84]. 
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As mentioned before, the accumulated charges on the surface of MNPs are impelled to return 
back to their equilibrium position by a restoring force. This results in the dependency of this 
force on the shape of MNPs.  
One of the most well-known shapes that exhibits the effect of particle geometry on optical 
properties is nanorod [71, 85, 86]. 
 
Figure ‎4-4. Transverse and longitudinal oscillations of conduction band electrons of a metal 
nanorod due to the interaction with the electromagnetic field of incident light. Reproduced from 
ref. [87]. 
Figure ‎4-4 illustrates the difference between the oscillation of electrons along the rod axis and 
perpendicular to that. Maximum charge accumulation is observed while the electrons oscillate 
normal to the rod axis, these oscillations correspond to the transversal plasmons.  
On the other hand, charge oscillation parallel to the rod axis, namely longitudinal plasmons, 
represent the minimum charge accumulation at two ends of the nanorod. Less agglomeration of 
charges in the latter case induces a smaller restoring force. That is, the resonant frequency for 
longitudinal plasmons would be smaller and in turn the resonance wavelength goes more towards 
the near infrared (NIR) wavelength region. Moreover, considerable number of collected 
dissimilar charges at two sides of a nanorod require more force and consequently results in higher 
frequencies. Therefore, the resonance wavelength associated with transversal plasmons would be 
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smaller than that of the longitudinal ones and it appears approximately within the same 
wavelength region as for the spherical nanoparticles. In conclusion, the most crucial factor is the 
aspect ratio which controls the absorption wavelength of MNPs [71]. 
Finally, the effect of surrounding medium on the optical behavior of MNPs is inevitable. The 
dielectric function of surrounding medium not only controls the geometry of the electric field 
around MNPs but also adjusts the resonance wavelength. More details could be found in the 
literature [88, 89]. 
It is worth noting that if MNPs are close enough to eachother, the resonant conditions resulted 
from each nanoparticle would be modified due to the local electric field of adjacent nanoparticles. 
Interparticles interactions usually red-shift the absorption wavelength and increase the FWHM 
[78, 90] 
4.1.2 Silver nanoparticles 
A spherical nanostructure with the diameter of around tens of nanometers or less is defined as a 
nanosphere. Ag NSs are one of the most common and famous noble MNPs which possess unique 
optical, electrical and magnetic properties. The range of its applications including 
implementations in optics, electronics, biomedicine and chemistry extends by technology 
development. So far, the beneficial properties of Ag NPs have been investigated in surface 
enhanced spectroscopy, surface plasmonic photovoltaics, printed electronics, sensors, 
antimicrobical coatings, food preservation, catalysts, polymers, LEDs, biomedical devices, sterile 
equipments and etc. [91]. 
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The unique optical properties of Ag NSs such as high extinction efficiency come from LSPR and 
scattering effects. Figure ‎4-5, shows TEM images of Ag NSs with 20 nm, 60 nm and 100 nm, 
respectively.  
 
Figure ‎4-5. TEM of Ag NSs with 20 nm, 60 nm, and 100 nm radius. The scale bar is 50 nm. 
Reproduced from ref. [92]. 
 
The effect of nanoparticle size on optical density (OD) of Ag NPs is illustrated in Figure ‎4-6. As 
it has already been explained in this chapter, the optical characteristics of small nanoparticles 
with radius less than 50 nm could be described by a dielectric dipolar. In this range, the width and 
the intensity of the resonance band is more affected by the size alteration rather than the 
absorbance wavelength. For larger Ag NSs, the optical behavior could be explained by a 
dielectric quadrupole. As the diameter increases, the plasmon resonance peak shifts towards 
longer wavelengths (known as red-shifting) and it also broadens more noticeably.  
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Figure ‎4-6. Size-dependent extinction spectra for Ag NSs with various diameters ranging from 10 
nm to 100 nm. Reproduced from ref. [93]. 
 
The effect of surrounding medium on the optical properties of Ag NSs is shown in Figure ‎4-7.     
n stands for the refractive index of a material in which Ag NPs are incorporated. By increasing 
the refractive index of the surrounding medium, for a 50 nm Ag NSs, the exctinction peak shifts 




Figure ‎4-7. Relationship between extinction spectra of 50 nm Ag NSs embedded in air, water and 
silica. As refractive index of the surrounding medium increasing the extinction spectrum red-
shifts. Reproduced from ref. [93]. 
The enhancement of local electric field supported by LSPR for an Ag NS in the air is shown in 
Figure ‎4-8-a schematically and in Figure ‎4-8-b by calculation.  
 
Figure ‎4-8. (a) Schematic and (b) Calculated representation of the near-field enhancement 
induced by LSPR effect for an Ag NS. (a) is reproduced from ref. [94] and (b) is reproduced from 
ref. [95]. 
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4.1.3 Gold nanorods  
The special shape of Au NRs provides it with unique optical, electrical and conductive properties 
[96] (Figure ‎4-9).  
 
 
Figure ‎4-9. TEM image of 25 nm diameter Au NRs. Reproduced from ref. [97]. 
These outstanding characteristics give rise to the various applications in different fields such as 
catalysis, biomedical, biodiagnostics, high technology electronics, environmental and energy 
fields.  
Despite the spherical gold nanostructures, in which the maximum extinction peak could be 
observed at around 580 nm, the tunable aspect ratio of Au NRs broadens the extinction peak by 
up to 1400 nm.   
Figure ‎4-10 shows the effect of aspect ratio on the absorption spectra and color of Au NRs. The 
absorption peak appears at 524 nm for a nanosphere, while by increasing the aspect ratio up to 
the four times of its initial value, the longitudinal plasmon resonance peak shifts to 704 nm.  
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Figure ‎4-10. Influence of the aspect ratio on the absorption spectra and color of Au NRs. 
Reproduced from ref. [98]. 
 
The effect of surrounding medium on optical properties of Au NRs is investigated by 
incorporation of an Au NRs in various solvents.  Figure ‎4-11 shows the linear relation between 
the refractive index and longitudinal plasmon band position. Moreover, increasing the refractive 
index leads to a better absorbance and broader band width.  
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Figure ‎4-11. (a) Effect of surrounding medium on the absorbance spectra of Au NRs embedded 
in different solvents. (b) Alteration in the longitudinal plasmon band position associated with 
different refractive indexes. Reproduced from ref. [96].  
 
 
Figure ‎4-12. Calculated local electric field enhancement in the vicinity of an Au NR with a 
diameter of 28 nm deposited on the silicon substrate. The polarization of incident light is along 
the rod axis with a wavelength of λ=‎780 nm. Image shows the enhancement (a) in the central 




Regarding the LSPR effect, the calculated image of a near-field enhancement close to the surface 
of a 28 nm diameter gold nanorod is depicted in Figure ‎4-12. The incident light has a polarization 
parallel to the rod axis (77 nm) and a wavelength of λ= 780 nm. The magnitude of the enhanced 
electric-field is indicated by the color scale [99].  
4.2 Plasmonics Organic Solar Cells 
The enhanced extinction cross section of MNPs upon the light illumination makes them an 
appropriate option for increasing the light harvesting inside an SC. If the medium in which the 
MNPs are incorporated is homogenous, the forward and backward scattering could occur with 
equal probabilities. However, while the MNPs are deposited close to the interface of two 
dielectrics with different permittivity, light would fold preferably to the dielectric with larger 
permittivity [62]. 
Scattering of light would increase the absorption due to the enhanced optical path length (Figure 
‎4-13-a). On the other hand, excitation of LSPR leads to the optical electric field concentration 
(Figure ‎4-13-b). If a semiconductor is close enough to this enhanced-field, the absorption would 
locally increase due to the high density of states of the photons [100]. Photon absorption 
enhancement results in either more exciton generation or dissociation and in turn improves the 




Figure ‎4-13. (a) Light scattering inside the photoactive material by means of MNPs. This effect 
intensifies the optical path length and in turn increases the light harvesting. Reproduced from ref. 
[101], (b) Optical electric field concentration induced by LSPR. Reproduced from ref. [102]. 
 
The main performance improvement of Si-based inorganic SCs by MNPs incorporation mainly 
comes from the scattering effect which reduces the reflection and increases the light-trapping 
capability of the device [103]. 
The performance of plasmon-enhanced OSCs has been studied widely using various deposition 
techniques for incorporation of different kinds, sizes and shapes of MNPs within diverse layers of 
the device structure [21, 104, 105, 106]. An organized overview could be prepared by 
categorizing the previous studies according to the layer in which MNPs are embedded including 
buffer layer, photoactive material, front and back electrodes.  
Hwang Lee et al. reported a layer-by-layer deposition of Au NRs directly on the ITO electrode 
which is thermally transferred to nanodots in P3HT:PCBM bulk heterojunction device. An 
increase in PCE from 3.05% to 3.69% is explained according to the strong coupling between the 
organic excitons and plasmons of the gold nanodots [17]. 
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The performance of P3HT:PCBM bulk heterojunction device with incorporation of low density 
Au NRs on the ITO electrode is investigated through various deposition techniques including 
spin-casting, drop-casting and vertical deposition. PCE for the latter case enhanced up to 18% 
due to an improvement in the photo-generation of excitons. The enhanced near-field in the 
vicinity of  nanoparticles also gives rise to the short circuit current density of the device by up to 
16% [20]. 
The fabrication of silver nanoparticles on ITO using vapor-phase deposition technique increased 
PCE of P3HT:PCBM device from 1.3% to 2.2% for thin plasmon-active layer. The better 
performance achieved due to the intensified electric field inside the absorbing organic material 
owing to LSPR effect of deposited Ag NPs [107]. 
In another study, uniform-sized Ag NPs with 13 nm diameter are electrodeposited on the ITO 
modified electrode, which results in an enhancement of PCE from 3.05% to 3.69%. This 
improvement comes from an intensified photogenerated current density which corresponds to the 
enhanced absorption in photoactive material [19]. 
A deposition of a self-assembled monolayer of 4 nm silver nanoparticles between PEDOT:PSS 
and photoactive layer of polymer:fullerene SC results in higher short circuit current densities 
compared to the reference devices. However, a dramatic decrease in VOC and FF is observed. 
This suggests that although exciton generation is increased due to the LSPR effect, Ag NPs 
enhance the surface recombination at the interface of the buffer layer and P3HT:PCBM [108].  
The beneficial effects in photocurrent and device efficiency from the plasmon resonance of 
MNPs embeddedd in the buffer layer of an OSC have also been reported. A blend of Au NRs 
with buffer layer of P3HT:PCBM bulk heterojunction device represented a noticeable 
enlargement in PCE and JSC up to 21.3% and 13%, respectively. The localized transverse and 
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longitudinal plasmon resonance modes are reported as the origin for the enhancement of device 
performance [109]. 
Improvements of both FF and photocurrent due to the LSPR effect of blended Au NPs in the hole 
conducting buffer layer is reported by Jyh-Lih et al. Owing to the enhanced local electric field, 
strong coupling between surface plasmons and excitons occurred, which facilitated charge 
transform. PCE of the modified device is increased from 3.57% to 4.24% due to the enhancement 
of exciton generation and dissociation [21]. 
Various concentrations of ~30-40 nm Au NPs are blended with the anodic buffer layer in a 
polymer:fullerene BHJ device. 20% increase in PCE (from 3.45% to 4.19%) reported using 20% 
Au NRs.  The reason is an increase both in the rate of exciton generation and exciton dissociation 
owing to the LSPR effect [22].  
The effect of Au NPs embedded in the BHJ material of polymer:fullerene SC is investigated by 
Park et al. VOC and FF of the device remained the same. However, 50% PCE enhancement was 
achieved for nanoparticle–polymer composite film with the weight fraction of 6.25 × 10−8 for 
gold nanoparticle/P3HT. The enhanced light absorption is suggested as a main reason for both 
photocurrent and PCE increase [24]. 
5 wt% Au NPs with 70 nm diameter were blended into the photoactive materials of BHJ OSCs. 
After exploring various polymer:fullerene composites, an increase in PCE from 3.54% to 4.36% 
for P3HT/PC70BM, from 5.77% to 6.45% for PCDTBT/PC70BM and from 3.92% to 4.54% for 
Si-PCPDTBT/PC70BM is observed. The authors explained the overall improvement of the 
device performance by increased charge transportation and enhanced light absorption [25]. 
Plasmon-enhanced tandem SCs using MNPs in the interconnecting layer of the device has also 
been reported [18, 26]. 
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5. DEVICE FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION 
 
Figure ‎5-1 shows the structure and fabrication process of a standard OSC. Etching of each ITO-
coated glass sample results in 8 devices. Each reference device (without incorporation of MNPs) 
includes three main layers starting with ITO as a transparent positive anode, 0.16 cm
2 
of the 
active area (P3HT:PCBM) sandwiched between two dissimilar buffer layers and ending with a 
layer of Aluminum (Al) as a negative metallic cathode [23]. 
 
 
Figure ‎5-1. Fabrication process of a standard OSC starts with (a) cutting ITO-coated glass 
substrate, continues with (b) etching and (c-d) ends with incorporation of different appropriate 
materials with various deposition techniques on top of the patterned ITO. Consequently, the final 





   














In order to fabricate P3HT:PCBM bulk heterojunction SCs, some materials were required as 
listed below: Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) 
(CLEVIOS™‎P‎VP‎AI‎4083)‎was‎purchased‎from‎HC‎Stark.‎Al‎wire‎and‎Lithium‎Fluoride‎(LiF)‎
were purchased from Alfa Aesar. High regioregularity (98%) poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) 
P3HT with average molecular weight of <50,000 MW was purchased from Rieke Metals. [6,6]-
phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) (>99.5%) and 1, 2-dichlorobenzene (anhydrous, 
99%) were purchased from Sigma- Aldrich. S1811 positive photoresist with material no 
10018337 and MF-319 developer with material no 10018042 both were purchased from ROHM 
and HAAS electronic materials. The materials were used as received without further purification.  
Moreover, Ag NSs and Au NRs were also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich to investigate the 
performance of MNPs- incorporated OSCs. 
The colloidal Ag NSs in the aqueous buffer possess a particle concentration of 5.4E+10 
particles/mL and a mass concentration of 0.021 mg/mL, and it contains sodium citrate as 
stabilizer. The average diameter of nanospheres is 40±4 nm which results in a plasmon resonance 
peak at 412 nm. The size distribution of Ag NSs solution and the TEM are shown in Figure ‎5-2-a 




Figure ‎5-2. (a) Size distribution and (b) TEM of 40 nm radius Ag NSs. Images are provided by 
Sigma-Aldrich. 
 
The colloidal Au NRs in the aqueous buffer possess a particle concentration of 8.5E+10 
particles/mL and a mass concentration of 0.135 mg/mL, and it contains CTAB as stabilizer. The 
average diameter of 25 nm and a length of 60 nm (+/- 10%) results in a transverse and 
longitudinal plasmon resonance peak at 520 nm and 650 nm, respectively. Figure ‎5-3 represents 
TEM image of Au NRs.  
 
 
Figure ‎5-3. TEM of 25×60 nm
2
 Au NRs. Image is provided by Sigma-Adrich. 
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All devices were fabricated and characterized respecting an identical batch processing.  
In each set of experiment, 4 samples were synthesized and characterized. The control sample was 
fabricated without any nanoparticles incorporation. However, the ITO surface of second, third 
and fourth samples were incorporated with only Ag NSs, only Au NRs, and the dual 
nanostructure of combined Ag NSs and Au NRs, respectively. The dual nanostructure was made 
by blending Ag NSs and Au NRs solutions with the ratio of 1:1.   
The fabrication process starts with cutting ITO-coated glass into 2.6 cm × 3.7 cm slices using a 
diamond tip scriber and then continues with patterning the cutted samples through lithography. 
ITO is a transparent electrically conductive material that would act as the positive transparent 
anode of the final device.  
The samples were cleaned with detergent and rinsed with deionized (DI) water. After 
ultrasonicating the samples with acetone, isopropanol and DI water for 20 minutes each, the 
substrates dried with a nitrogen flow and baked at 150 ºC for 20 minutes. 
The light-sensitive material, named S1811 positive photoressist were then deposited on ITO at 
4000rpm and a thin etching-resistant layer were achieved. Afterwards, the samples were baked at 
120 ºC for 1 minute and they were then exposed to ultraviolet light using a mask aligner (OAI  
hybralign) in which a mask with a desired pattern, including dark and transparent areas, is already 
placed. Through the light illumination, the exposed layer becomes soluble in the developer. 
Therefore, the parts of the photoresist layer which were covered by the transparent area of the 
mask could be removed using a developer (for 1 minute). The samples were baked again at 130 
ºC for 3 minutes. Afterwards, in order to remove the ITO which was not concealed under the 
photoresist material any more, the samples were diped in hydrochloric acid (HCL) for 8 minutes. 
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Finally, the remaining photoresist layer on top of the patterned ITO was removed using acetone 
for 2 minutes.  
The patterned sample, including 8 devices, was cleaned again by repeating all steps of cleaning 
process. After baking the substrates for 20 minutes at 150 ºC, they were subjected to an oxygen 
plasma treatment inside a lab-made plasma asher for 40s. As it is reported [110], the O2 plasma 
treatment not only removes the impurities of ITO surface but also enhances its surface energy to 
match the water-based PEDOT:PSS solution. Therefore, the O2 plasma treatment could have a 
noticeable positive effect on the performance of the device. The reference device (without MNPs) 
fabrication would be followed by PEDOT:PSS deposition. However, for the devices incorporated 
with‎MNPs‎(denoted‎herein‎as‎the‎―plasmonic‎device‖), the water-based nanoparticles solutions 
would be spin-coated directly on top of the ITO after oxygen plasma treatment. Spin-coating for 
all plasmonic devices, including the ones with only Au NRs, only Ag NSs and the combined Ag 
NSs and Au NRs was performed in two steps, 200 rpm for 3sec and 1000 rpm for 10 sec. The 
schematic structure of dual metallic nanostructure (Au NRs plus Ag NSs) OSCs is shown in 
Figure ‎5-4. 
Before deposition on top of the samples, the hole conducting PEDOT:PSS material was passed 
through a 0.45 μm PVDF membrane filter and then spin-coated at 4000 rpm to achieve a buffer 
layer of ~35 nm thickness. In all steps of our experiments, the thickness of various materials was 
measured using a mechanical profilometer (Veeco Dektak150). Incorporating a thin layer of hole 
conducting PEDOT:PSS stabilizes the electrical contact between ITO and organic active layer by 




Figure ‎5-4. Schematic structure of dually incorporated OSC by the combined nanostructure of Au 
NRs and Ag NSs on top of the ITO-coated glass substrate. The yellow ellipsoids and gray 
spheres respresent Au NRs and Ag NSs, respectively. The device structure respects the following 
sequence: ITO/Au NRs+Ag NSs/ PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM/LiF/Al.  
 
In order to dry the film, the substrates were baked at 140ºC for 10 min. Afterwards, they were 
transferred to a nitrogen glove box with a pressure of 3 mbar and humidity level less than 0.1 
ppm for deposition of the polymer BHJ active layer. The active layer material is a mixture of 
PCBM as the electron acceptor and P3HT as the donor material.  
In order to prepare the active layer blend, first P3HT and PCBM were accurately weighted with a 
ratio of 1:0.8 (polymer:fullerene). They were then dissolved separately in 1, 2-dichlorobenzene 
with a concentration of 20 mg/ml (P3HT) and 16 mg/ml (PCBM). The solutions were stirred and 
baked at 60 ºC for 1 hour. Afterwards, they were mixed with the ratio of 1:1 and then stirred and 
baked for 14 hours at 40 ºC. The blended solution was passed through a 0.45 μm PTFE 
membrane filter prior to the deposition process. This eliminated undesirable particles from the 
solution. Subsequently, the P3HT:PCBM active material spin-coated at 1000 rpm on top of the  
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ITO/PEDOT:PSS substrate to achieve an active layer of ~150 nm thickness. The deposited 
mixture instinctively separated into interpenetrated domains which results in an BHJ material 
[37]. The substrates were then left to dry in covered Petri dishes inside the glove box for 30 
minutes before the evaporation of the cathode.  
The final step to achieve the complete device is the evaporation of a bilayer LiF/Al cathode. The 
thermal evaporation was done inside the evaporator using a shadow mask. Once the pressure 
reaches the desired value of typically less than 10
-6 
torr, LiF can be evaporated at the rate of ~1-2 
A/s. The same process was repeated in order to evaporate Al at the rate of ~2.5-5 A/s. The 
measured thicknesses of the LiF and Al layers were ~1 nm and ~90 nm, respectively. The devices 
were transferred to the glove box to apply a post-production annealing which is reported as a 
functional treatment to enhance the device performance. This treatment increases the crystallinity 
of P3HT and improves the nanoscale morphology of the material [111]. Using a digital hot plate, 
the devices were baked at 110 ºC for 20 minutes, and then they were left to cool-down and used 
for measurements. 
Since these devices are subject to degradation, which occurs due to the oxygen and water 
exposure from the atmosphere, it is advised to characterize them right after fabrication. The 
principal degradation area is at the interface of the Al cathode and P3HT:PCBM. Besides the 
direct photooxidation of the polymer as one of the degradation reasons, a photochemical reduce 
of the organic components by Al is of great importance [15].  
Immediately after fabrication, current-voltage characteristics were measured under ambient 
conditions without any device encapsulation. The devices were exposed to a solar simulator made 
of Xenon lamp (Oriel instruments) which was equipped with AM 1.5G filter. The light intensity 
of the lamp was precisely calibrated by a light meter (LI-250 Bioscience) using a color filtered 
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silicon photodiode (LI-200 Pyranometer) at 100 mW/cm
2
. The measurements were executed by a 
semiconductor characterization system (Keithley 2400). PV parameters such as JSC, VOC, FF, 
PCE, and RS were extracted and calculated from the J-V characterization results.  
For exploring the effects of MNPs incorporation on the absorption spectra of the active layer 
material, the optical absorption for samples with and without NPs were measured and compared 
using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer LAMBDA 650 spectrophotometer). In order to 
prepare the samples for this experiment, the ITO-coated glass substrates were cleaned, 
ultrasonicated, and heated as described earlier. After oxygen plasma treatment, three samples 
were spin-coated with only Ag NSs, only Au NRs and combined nanostructure of Au NRs plus 
Ag NSs, separately. The samples were then transferred to the glove box to deposit the 
P3HT:PCBM material which has already prepared and passed through the appropriate filter. All 
the spin-coating parameters were identical with the ones utilized for device fabrication. The 
measurements were carried out after leaving the samples for 30 minutes in covered Petri dishes in 
order to dry. 
Moreover, the surface structure of MNPs-deposited ITO was characterized using a scanning 






6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The absorption spectra of pristine P3HT:PCBM is provided along with the solar irradiation 
spectrum in Figure ‎6-1. The main absorption regime of photoactive material is situated within the 
visible regime. However, the amount of absorbed light could be increased not only within the 
visible area but also in NIR and IR domain where a considerable amount of  incident light exists.  
 
Figure ‎6-1. Comparison between the absorption spectrum of P3HT:PCBM and the AM1.5 
spectrum of the sun. Reproduced from ref. [112]. 
In this study, P3HT:PCBM system was chosen due to its photoactive efficiency, availability of 
the materials as well as its ease of fabrication. 
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6.1  Silver Nanospheres-Incorporated OSCs  
The resonance peak of Ag NSs with average diameter of 40±4 nm and 0.02 mg/ml mass 
concentration in aqueous solution is observed at the wavelength of 412 nm. The size of NPs is 
selected intentionally in order to increase the absorption of the active material in this particular 
range. The Ag NSs incorporated-devices could absorb the incident light around 400 nm 
wavelength where the solar irradiation is not absorbed efficiently by the pristine 
polymer:fullerene active layer. On the other hand, in order to extend the absorption spectrum of 
P3HT:PCBM towards the NIR regime, Au NRs would be an appropriate choice, which will be 
discussed with more details in the next section of this chapter.  
Figure ‎6-2 shows the normalized absorption spectra of P3HT:PCBM and Ag NSs. The absorption 
spectrum of photoactive material ranges from 400 nm to 650 nm including a major peak at 518 
nm and two minor ones at 558 nm and 608 nm. For Ag-NSs solution, the absorption peak 
observed at 412 nm. 
 
Figure ‎6-2. Comparison between absorption profiles of P3HT:PCBM film and Ag NSs solution. 
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SEM micrographs of Ag NSs deposited on ITO substrate are showed in Figure ‎6-3. The light 
gray spheres on the dark gray background (ITO surface) are identified as the Ag NSs. SEM 
pictures show uniformly distributed NPs without any noticeable aggregations. The estimated 




 which is a very low density.  
 
 
Figure ‎6-3. SEM micrographs of Ag NSs deposited on ITO substrate. The light gray spheres 
represent Ag NSs.  
As mentioned before, the reference and plasmonic devices have the structure of ITO/ 
PEDOT:PSS/ P3HT:PCBM/ LiF/ Al and ITO/ Ag NSs/ PEDOT:PSS/ P3HT:PCBM/ LiF/ Al, 
respectively.  
Figure ‎6-4 shows the J-V curves under illumination and in the dark conditions for both reference 
and plasmonic devices. The provided insets illustrate the semi-log graphs. In this study, the 
obtained values for PV parameters are generally low due to the both thin active layer with a 
thickness of around 150 nm and exposure of the devices to the air at some points of the 
fabrication and characterization processes. The performance is expected to be improved when 
working at controlled atmosphere. 
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Figure ‎6-4. J-V characteristics of reference and plasmonic (with Ag NSs) devices (a) under 
illumination and (b) in the dark. The insets illustrate the semi-log graphs. 
(a) 
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PV parameters are summarized in Table ‎6-1 along with their associated standard deviations. An 
enhanced optical and electrical performance was observed for plasmonic devices. PCE was found 
to increase from 1.86% to 2.07% which is a factor of 11.3% increase.  




, respectively. The series resistance (Rs) was extracted from the slope of J-V 
curve in the dark condition at 0.8 V which showed a‎slight‎decrease‎from‎12.15‎Ω/cm2 to 11.73 
Ω/cm2. Moreover, the VOC and FF remained almost the same.  
 
Table ‎6-1. Average values for PV parameters for reference and Ag NSs devices along with their 
corresponding standard deviations. Rs is extracted from the slope of J-V curve in the dark 
condition at 0.8 V. 
Device type    (mA/cm
2)  (Ω/cm2)  (%) (%)  
Reference - without MNPs 0.56 -6.15 ± 0.39 12.15 ± 2.54 54 1.86 ± 0.06 
Ag NSs 0.56 -7.10 ± 0.52 11.73 ± 2.12 53 2.07 ± 0.07 
 
The enhanced photogeneration of excitons due to the increase of the resonant field in the vicinity 
of Ag NSs could be the origin of an enhanced performance of the plasmonic devices. This would 
contribute directly to the photocurrent enhancement and in turn results in more efficient SCs.  
An unchanged value of VOC implies an unaltered nature of the electrode-organic interface [21]. 
Moreover, it could also be concluded that the charge-carrier recombination rates did not have a 
noticeable effect [113].  
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A significant decrease of VOC is reported for devices in which the MNPs are in direct contact 
with P3HT:PCBM layer. This could be due to the higher surface recombination at the interface of 
the MNPs and the photoactive material. Therefore, this undesired effect could be reduced by 
deposition of MNPs directly on top of the ITO anode and covering them with a thin layer of 
PEDOT:PSS instead of blending them with the buffer layer [108]. 
The value of FF remained almost similar, however, the negligible reduction could be explained 
based on Ag NSs-induced surface morphology roughness which results in the surface 
recombination enhancement at the interface of the buffer and active layer [108]. 
In general, the mobility of the holes is less than that of the electrons in the polymer:fullerene 
active layer material. This means that the holes reach the interfaces slower than electrons. On the 
other hand, the enhanced local electric field in the vicinity of Ag NSs induced by LSPR would 
decrease exponentially with distance. Therefore, the holes close to the buffer and active layer 
interface could benefit from the enhanced electric field [114]. Moreover, the presence of Ag NSs 
facilitates the hole transportation via buffer layer due to the reduction of the interfaces which 
should be traveled by holes to reach the anode [25]. These could also explain the slight decrease 
of the series resistance for the Ag NSs-incorporated device compared to the reference device 
from‎12.15‎Ω/cm2 to‎11.73‎Ω/cm2.  
In order to show that the LSPR was the main reason behind the improved performance of the 
plasmonic devices, we made a detailed study on the absorption spectra of P3HT:PCBM film with 
and without Ag NSs.  
To make a comparison, the absorbance profile of pristine P3HT:PCBM deposited on ITO is 
represented by black solid line and that of the ITO/ Ag NSs/P3HT:PCBM is represented by a 
dashed red line in the same graph, the difference in the absorption spectra of these two films is 
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provided in a third curve, namely curve D, in which D stands for the difference (Figure ‎6-5). The 
absorbance intensity is clearly higher for the MNPs-integrated sample.  
 
Figure ‎6-5. Comparison between absorption profile of pristine P3HT:PCBM film and Ag NSs-
incorporated P3HT:PCBM film. Curve D illustrates the absorption enhancement of Ag NSs-
integrated film compared to that of the pristine device. 
 
Figure ‎6-6 illustrates the curve D alone which is useful in order to investigate the increased 
absorbance regime. A broad enhancement is observed from 400 nm to 650 nm. However, the 
most dominated regime are the wavelengths lower than 550 nm with a peak at 518 nm and a 
shoulder at 440 nm. Since the absorption peak of Ag NSs solution is located at 412 nm, an 
enhanced absorption induced by LSPR more towards the blue wavelengths than NIR regime was 
expected. The observed red-shift of the main enhancement peak, however, could be explained by 
Pristine P3HT:PCBM film (I) 
P3HT:PCBM + Ag NSs film (II) 
(II) – (I) : Curve D 
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the PEDOT:PSS material which is spin-casted as a barrier on top of the Ag NSs that tuned the 
optical absorption peak.  
 
Figure ‎6-6. Absorption enhancement of Ag NSs-incorporated P3HT:PCBM film compared to the 
pristine P3HT:PCBM. 
 
The MNPs inside the SCs could also act as the scattering spots and in turn improve the efficiency 
by increasing the optical path length inside the active layer. However, the light absorption 
efficiency is higher than the light scattering efficiency for MNPs with diameters smaller than 100 
nm. In this study, the average particle radius was around 40 nm, therefore, the achieved 
improvements in the performance of the OSCs would be prominently related to the LSPR effect 
[115, 116]. 
In conclusion, the incorporation of low density Ag NSs directly on top of the ITO anode by 
means of spin-casting could increase the performance of polymer:fullerene BHJ OSCs. This 
P3HT:PCBM + Ag NSs film – 
Pristine P3HT:PCBM film 
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enhancement includes not only the optical properties but also the electrical characteristics of the 
devices as well. That is, the intensified PCE and JSC were observed along with the declined series 
resistance of the OSC.  
6.2 Gold Nanorods-Incorporated OSCs 
The Au NRs used in our work possess an average diameter of 25 nm and a length of 60 nm which 
means an aspect ratio of 2.5. MNPs with this size and shape were selected due to their optical 
resonance peaks in the wavelength range of interest. Au NPs were used in order to red-shift the 
plasmon-enhancement wavelength. In general, tuning the plasmon resonance towards the lower 
energies could be achieved by using Au NPs instead of Ag NPs.  
Moreover, although the integrated Au NRs are not considered as big size MNPs in which 
absorption efficiencies are much higher than scattering ones, their shape give them more ability 
to forward-scatter the incident light compared to the nanospheres [117]. The concentration of Au 
NRs in the aqueous solution was ~8.5 × 10
10
 rods/ml.  
The Au NRs with these characteristics demonstrated two absorption resonance peaks. The 
longitudinal and transverse peaks are observed at 658 nm and 516 nm, respectively. For 
comparison purposes, the normalized absorption spectra of pristine P3HT:PCBM and Au NRs 
solution are shown in Figure ‎6-7. 
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Figure ‎6-7. Comparison between the absorption profiles of pristine P3HT:PCBM film and Au 
NRs solution. 
The excitation of the conduction band electrons perpendicular to the rod axis (transverse 
plasmonic mode) and the absorption peak of P3HT:PCBM occurs at almost the same wavelength 
(518 nm and 516 nm, respectively). This would suggest an intense enhancement in light-
harvesting efficiency of the light absorbing material.  
Figure ‎6-8 demonstrates SEM images of Au NRs deposited on ITO-coated glass substrate. The 
white ellipsoids on the gray background (ITO surface) are Au NRs. The orientation of Au NRs 
on the ITO surface is arbitrary which implies that both transverse and longitudinal modes are 




which was a very low amount; however, such low densities have already been explored 
and demonstrated very noticeable contribution to the performance of OSCs [109]. 
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Figure ‎6-8. SEM micrographs of Au NRs deposited on ITO substrate. The light gray ellipsoids 
represent the MNPs. 
 
Here again, the reference and plasmonic devices were composed of ITO/ PEDOT:PSS/ 
P3HT:PCBM/ LiF/ Al and ITO/ Au NRs/ PEDOT:PSS/ P3HT:PCBM/ LiF/ Al, respectively.  
Figure ‎6-9 depicts the J-V characteristics of the fabricated reference and plasmonic devices under 
illumination and in the dark, respectively. The semi-log graphs are also provided in the insets for 
more detailed comparison.  
Plasmonic SCs integrated with Au NRs on the ITO modified anode exhibited higher performance 
compared to the base devices without MNPs. PCE was found to increase from 1.86% to 2.10% 
which is a considerable increase of ~13%. Moreover, the enhancement in JSC by up to 13% shows 
that the incorporation of Au NRs could contribute to the overall SC performance.  
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Figure ‎6-9. J-V characteristics of plasmonic (with Au NRs) and reference (without MNPs) 





Table ‎6-2 provides a comparative overview of the device characteristics for both reference and 
plasmonic ones along with their associated standard deviations. The series resistance was 
calculated according to the slope of J-V curve in the dark condition at 0.8 V.  
 
Table ‎6-2. Average values for PV parameters for reference and Au NRs devices along with their 
corresponding standard deviations. Rs is extracted from the slope of JV curve in the dark 
condition at 0.8 V. 
Device type  (V)  (mA/cm
2)  (Ω/cm2)  (%)  (%)  
Reference - without MNPs 0.56 -6.15 ± 0.39 12.15 ± 2.54   54  1.86 ± 0.06 
Au NRs 0.58 -6.98 ± 0.41 8.48 ± 4.21   52 2.10 ± 0.07 
 
JSC is affected both by the weak absorbance of photoactive material as well as the insufficient 
charge transport and collection efficiencies in the interface of the donor and acceptor materials. If 
the increase in JSC comes from the improvement in charge transportation process inside the 
P3HT:PCBM material then FF would be enhanced simultaneously [19]. However, in this study 
we observed an almost similar FF (54% for reference device and 52% for Au NRs-integrated 
one), implying that the main cause of photocurrent enhancement would be the enhanced 
absorption in the photoactive material.   
Au NRs contributed to the electrical properties of the incorporated device by significantly 
decreasing‎ the‎ series‎ resistance‎ from‎ 12.15‎ Ω/cm2 to‎ 8.48‎ Ω/cm2. One reason for the 30% 
reduction of RS could be the facilitation of charge transport towards the anode by MNPs as it is 
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explained in the previous section. However, the unique shape of the Au NRs and their larger size 
compared to the previously used Ag NSs leads to higher reduction of Rs.  
Furthermore, not only the lower series resistance but also the higher open circuit voltage might be 
achieved due to the work function of Au NRs which matches better with both the PEDOT:PSS 
work function and the HOMO level of the polymer [109] (Figure ‎6-10).   
 
Figure ‎6-10. Energy band diagram of the materials which are involved in device structure 
illustrates a precise compatibility between the work function of Au NRs with that of the 
PEDOT:PSS and also with the HOMO level of P3HT. Reproduced from ref. [109]. 
 
In order to make a specific comparison, the absorbance spectra of pristine P3HT:PCBM is 
depicted along with that of the Au NRs-incorporated device in the same graph (Figure ‎6-11). The 
base and plasmonic devices are shown by solid and dashed lines, respectively. Here again, curve 
D represents the difference between the absorption spectra of devices with and without MNPs on 
their ITO modified anode.  
To better examine the differences, curve D is provided separately in Figure ‎6-12. 
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Figure ‎6-11. Comparison between absorption profiles of pristine P3HT:PCBM film and Au NRs-
incorporated P3HT:PCBM film. Curve D illustrates the absorption enhancement of Au NRs-
integrated film compared to that of the pristine device. 
 
Figure ‎6-12. Absorption enhancement of Au NRs-incorporated P3HT:PCBM film compared to 
the pristine P3HT:PCBM. 
Pristine P3HT:PCBM film (I) 
P3HT:PCBM + Au NRs film (II) 
(II) – (I) : Curve D 
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Curve D shows a peak at 542 nm and a shoulder at 510 nm. These enhancements were expected 
due to the transverse excitation mode of incorporated Au NRs. The slight convexity towards blue 
wavelengths might also be related to this absorption mode. The third shoulder at 602 nm could be 
linked to the longitudinal mode of Au NRs.  
According to the characterization results, it could be concluded that the incorporation of Au NRs 
inside the BHJ OSC could enhance both the optical and electrical performance of the device. The 
deposited MNPs on the surface of ITO modified anode increased the incident light harvesting by 
means of LSPR effect. The intensified optical absorption inside the P3HT:PCBM layer would 
lead to the enhancement of the photoconversion at solar-conversion relevant wavelengths.  
 
6.3 Comparison between Incorporated OSCs with either Au NRs or Ag NSs 
In general, incorporation of MNPs with appropriate size, shape and by considering a suitable 
surrounding medium could increase the performance of OCSs. However, the quality and quantity 
of these modifications depend mainly on the position and intensity of the MNPs resonance peaks 
and their compatibility with the absorption spectra of the photoactive material.   
Since both plasmonic nanostructured devices, incorporated with either Au-NRs or Ag NSs, were 
made under similar experimental conditions, it would be interesting to compare their 
characteristics. 
In Figure ‎6-13, the normalized absorbance spectra of Au NRs, Ag NSs, and pristine 




Figure ‎6-13. Absorption modes of a pristine P3HT:PCBM film (black solid line), an Au NRs 
colloidal solution (blue dashed line), and an Ag NSs colloidal solution (red dashed line). 
 
Both transverse and longitudinal resonance peaks of Au NRs are located more towards the red 
wavelengths; on the other hand, the one for Ag NSs is situated near the blue wavelengths. 
Thereby, the incorporation of these MNPs is expected to give optical enhancements to the light 
harvesting of photoactive material at or close to their absorption peaks.  
The enhanced absorption of modified photoactive material from the base pristine P3HT:PCBM 
by the incorporation of either Au NRs or Ag NSs is shown in Figure ‎6-14. Au NRs-integrated 
films showed an enhanced absorbance in the broad wavelength range from 400 nm to 650 nm just 
similar to that of the Ag NSs-integrated ones. However, the main intensified peaks are situated at 




Figure ‎6-14. Comparison between the absorption enhancement of Au NRs-incorporated 
P3HT:PCBM film with that of Ag NSs-integrated film. 
It is worth noting that while the size of the MNPs are noticeably less than the thickness of the 
PEDOT:PSS buffer layer, their contribution to the optical absorption is insignificant since the 
enhanced field is localized around the NPs and it decreases exponentially with distance. Thereby, 
the intensified EM could not reach the photoactive material.  
However, the MNPs with similar sizes or even taller than the thickness of the buffer layer show 
dramatic increase in the light absorption efficiency of P3HT:PCBM [118]. In this study, the 
measured thickness of the PEDOT:PSS layer was 35±5 nm, and Ag NSs with diameter of 40 nm 
and Au NRs with 60 nm length and 25 nm radius were used.  
Figure ‎6-15 depicts the J-V curves of all devices with and without MNPs under illumination and 
in the dark condition. 
P3HT:PCBM + Ag NSs film – 
Pristine P3HT:PCBM film 
 
P3HT:PCBM + Au NRs film – 




Figure ‎6-15. J-V characteristics of plasmonic (with either Au NRs or Ag NSs) and reference 





PCE and JSC of both plasmonic devices showed a noticeable improvement with respect to the 
reference device. Moreover, FF and VOC almost remained the same with minor modifications in 
some cases. Moreover, the series resistance were also reduced which could enhance the overall 
performance of the plasmonic devices incorporated with either Au NRs or Ag NPs. The 
corresponding photovoltaic parameters are summarized in Table ‎6-3. 
 
Table ‎6-3. Average values for PV parameters for reference devices as well as the devices with 
either Au NRs or Ag NSs, along with their corresponding standard deviations. Rs is extracted 
from the slope of JV curve in the dark condition at 0.8 V. 
Device type  ( )  (mA/cm
2)  (Ω/cm2)  (%)  (%)  
Reference - without MNPs 0.56 -6.15 ± 0.39 12.15 ± 2.54   54  1.86 ± 0.06 
Ag NSs 0.56 -7.10 ± 0.52 11.73 ± 2.12   53 2.07 ± 0.07 
Au NRs 0.58 -6.98 ± 0.41 8.48 ± 4.21   52 2.10 ± 0.07 
 
Eenhancements in PCE for devices integrated with Ag NSs and Au NRs are ~11% and ~13%, 
respectively. Respecting the same order, the same plasmonic devices enhanced the JSC of the 
reference device by up to 15% and 13%, respectively.  
However, as it is mentioned before, the difference between series resistance improvements were 
noticeable which was higher in the case of Au NRs than the Ag NSs-incorporated device. The 
reason could be the precise match between the work function of Au NRs (~ -5.1 eV) and that of 
the anode. However, there is a different scenario for Ag NSs, since their presence could even 
reduce the work function of ITO [107]. 
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Altogether, the deposited MNPs on ITO-coated glass could modify the charge transport and 
collection process through the anode due to their higher conductivity compared to PEDOT:PSS 
and their effect on the surface morphology of the buffer layer [118]. 
6.4 Bimetallic Nanostructured OSCs 
In order to take advantage of both MNPs simultaneously, Au NRs and Ag NSs were blended 
physically with the same ratio. Figure ‎6-16 depicts the normalized UV-vis absorption spectra for 
the achieved bimetallic nanostructure along with that of pristine P3HT:PCBM.  
 
Figure ‎6-16. Absorption modes of a pristine P3HT:PCBM film (black dashed line), an Ag 
NSs+Au NRs blend colloidal solution (red solid line). 
Three peaks at 432 nm, 550 nm and 636 nm are observed in the absorption spectra of double 
metallic nanostructure solution, which could fully cover the absorption regime of photoactive 
material.  
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Due to the broad absorption spectra of the dual metallic nanostructure and the intense peaks at or 
close to the absorption peaks and shoulders of P3HT:PCBM, a significant enhancement in the 
light harvesting efficiency of polymer:fullerene BHJ active material is expected.  
SEM micrographs are made for investigating the morphology, uniformity, and aggregation of the 
deposited bimetallic solution film on ITO modified substrate (Figure ‎6-17).  
 
Figure ‎6-17. SEM micrographs of Au NRs+Ag NSs dual plasmonic nanostructured colloidal 
solution deposited on the ITO substrate. The light gray ellipsoids and spheres represent Au NRs 
and Ag NSs, respectively.  
According to SEM images, the MNPs are incorporated with arbitrary orientations. The films 




. The presence 
of both Au NRs and Ag NSs with almost the same density indicates that both MNPs would be 
active in contributing to the light-trapping process by means of plasmonic effect. 
In this experiment, the reference and MNPs-incorporated devices possess the structure of ITO/ 
PEDOT:PSS/ P3HT:PCBM/ LiF/ Al and ITO/ Ag NSs+Au NRs/ PEDOT:PSS/ P3HT:PCBM/ 
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LiF/ Al, respectively. J-V characteristics of both plasmonic and reference devices in the dark and 
under illumination are provided in Figure ‎6-18. 
 
Figure ‎6-18. J-V characteristics of plasmonic (with Au NRs+Ag NSs bimetallic nanostructure) 





Table ‎6-4. Average values for PV parameters of reference and Au NRs+Ag NSs dual metallic 
device along with their corresponding standard deviations. Rs is extracted from the slope of JV 
curve in the dark condition at 0.8 V. 
Device type  (V)  (mA/cm
2)  (Ω/cm2)  (%)  (%)  
Reference - without MNPs 0.56 -6.15 ± 0.39 12.15 ± 2.54   54 1.86 ± 0.06 
Ag NSs + Au NRs 0.57 -7.81 ± 0.54 10.41 ± 4.07   54 2.43 ± 0.14 
 
According to the PV parameters which are summarized in Table ‎6-4, a noticeable upward trend 
in the value of PCE is observed from 1.86% to 2.43% after introducing the dual metallic 
nanostructure of Au NRs plus Ag NSs. JSC is also increased from 6.15 mA/cm
2
 to 7.81 mA/cm
2
, 
which means an enhancement by up to 27%. Besides, FF and VOC remained at almost the same 
value. The extracted series resistance of the plasmonic and reference‎devices‎were‎10.41‎Ω/cm2 
and‎12.15‎Ω/cm2, respectively.  
RS was derived from the slope of J-V curve in the dark at 0.8 V. The reduction of series 
resistance by up to 14% indicates remarkable improvement of the electrical properties of the 
device.  
Altogether, the performance of OSCs integrated with bimetallic nanostructure of Au NRs plus Ag 
NSs showed a significant improvement. To investigate the origin of this enlargement, a 
comparative study were made between the absorption spectra of bimetallic nanostructured 
P3HT:PCBM and that of the pristine one.  
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Figure ‎6-19. Comparison between absorption profiles of pristine P3HT:PCBM film and (Au 
NRs+Ag NSs) dual metallic nanostructure-integrated P3HT:PCBM film. The difference between 
these two films depicted as Curve D. 
Figure ‎6-19 represents the absorbance of P3HT:PCBM with (black dashed line) and without (red 
solid line) dual Au NRs and Ag NSs metallic nanostructure. The third curve (blue doted line) is 
the difference between these two, which is named as curve D.  
Due to the similar absorbance shapes of plasmonic and pristine films, curve D is shown 
separately in Figure ‎6-20 in order to determine the multi-mode excitation wavelengths. A main 
maximum at 558 nm, a main shoulder at 520 nm with a convexity between 478 nm and 520 nm, a 
second shoulder at 594 nm and a slight convexity between 400 nm and 450 nm are observed in 
this graph.  
P3HT:PCBM + (Ag NSs + Au NRs) 
film (II) 
Pristine P3HT:PCBM film (I) 
(II) – (I) : Curve D 
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Figure ‎6-20. Absorption enhancement of (Au NRs+Ag NSs)-incorporated P3HT:PCBM film 
compared to the pristine P3HT:PCBM film. 
The precise match between the resonance peaks of MNPs and the enhanced absorption of 
photoactive material implies that the reason behind enhanced performance of the plasmonic 
devices would be the plasmonic effect. The strong near field, induced by LSPR from both Au 
NRs and Ag NSs, penetrated into the photoactive material and enhanced the light absorption and 
exciton creation, thereby, increased the generated photocurrent and overall PCE of the MNPs- 
incorporated OSCs.  
In conclusion, OSCs with a dual metallic nanostructure introduced directly on top of the modified 
ITO showed an enhanced performance. In order to achieve the suggested bimetallic NPs solution, 
the same ratio of Ag NSs (with 40 nm diameter) and Au NRs (with 60 nm length and 25 nm 
diameter) were physically mixed. A factor of 30% and 27% enhancement were measured for PCE 
and JSC, respectively.  
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6.5 Comparison and Analysis of Results 
A comparative study is required in order to determine the differences between the effects of 
incorporating either Au NRs, Ag NSs or a combination of both MNPs as an interfacial layer 
between ITO and PEDOT:PSS.  
Figure ‎6-21 represents the absorption spectra of pristine P3HT:PCBM, Au NRs, Ag NSs, and the 
bimetallic structure in a single graph.   
 
Figure ‎6-21. Absorption modes of a pristine P3HT:PCBM film (black dashed line), an Au NRs 
colloidal solution (purple solid line), and an Ag NSs colloidal solution (blue dotted line) and (Au 
NRs+Ag NSs) bimetallic nanostructure colloidal solution (green dashed line). 
The multi-mode excitations of (Au NRs+Ag NSs) solution could be attributed to the absorption 
peaks of Au NRs and Ag NSs. That is, the peak at 432 nm could be linked to the resonance peak 
of Ag NSs and the peaks at 550 nm and 636 nm could be related to the transverse and 
longitudinal modes of Au NRs, respectively. This suggests that the combination of these two 
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different MNPs with dissimilar shape and size and consequently with various resonance regimes 
could complement each other and in turn broadens the absorption spectra. Moreover, it could be 
concluded that all resonance peaks of both MNPs are supposed to actively contribute to the 
enhanced efficiency. In this scenario, the intensified electric field induced by LSPR increases the 
photon absorption and consequently exciton generation. As mentioned before, however, the 
locally enhanced EM field around the MNPs could penetrate inside the active layer if MNPs are 
located close to the interface between the active layer and PEDOT:PSS. This is why the thickness 
of PEDOT:PSS and the sizes of MNPs are selected in the same order.  
 
Figure ‎6-22. J-V characteristics of plasmonic (with either Au NRs, Ag NSs or Au NRs+Ag NSs) 
and reference devices (a) under illumination and (b) in the dark.  
 
J-V characteristics of reference and plasmonic devices incorporated with either Au NRs, Ag NSs 
or Au NRs+Ag NSs are presented in the dark and under illumination in Figure ‎6-22.  




Table ‎6-5. Average values of PV parameters for reference device as well as the devices with 
either Au NRs, Ag NSs and Au NRs+Ag NSs along with their corresponding standard deviations. 
Rs is extracted from the slope of JV curve in the dark condition at 0.8 V. 
Device type    (mA/cm
2)  (Ω/cm2)  (%)  (%)  
Reference - without MNPs 0.56 -6.15 ± 0.39 12.15 ± 2.54   54 1.86 ± 0.06 
Ag NSs 0.56 -7.10 ± 0.52 11.73 ± 2.12   53 2.07 ± 0.07 
Au NRs 0.58 -6.98 ± 0.41 8.48 ± 4.21   52 2.10 ± 0.07 
Ag NSs + Au NRs 0.57 -7.81 ± 0.54 10.41 ± 4.07   54 2.43 ± 0.14 
 
Overall device performance is improved by incorporation of MNPs. PCE of the reference device 
increased by up to 11%, 13% and 30% for plasmonic devices integrated with Ag NSs, Au NRs 
and Ag NSs+Au NRs, respectively. These values demonstrated the effect of broadened 
absorption spectra of bimetallic nanostructured plasmonic OSCs as compared with that of the Au 
NRs- or Ag NSs- integrated devices. Moreover, the values for JSC were increased in a similar 
manner. That is, the enhancement for devices with metallic nanostructure was more remarkable 
than that of the devices with only Au NRs or Ag NSs.  
Besides, although FF was slightly changed in the case of single MNPs-incorporated devices, it 
remained at the same value for double MNPs-integrated devices, implying the unchanged nature 
of the electrode-organic interface. The improvements in the values of both VOC and series 
resistance are the highest for devices with Au NRs, the lowest for the ones with Ag NSs, and 
intermediate for OSCs with dual nanostructures. The significant reduction of series resistance of 
devices with Au NRs could be attributed to the work function of these MNPs, and this value 
might be lowered in the dual nanostructured devices by the undesirable work function of Ag NSs.  
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Figure ‎6-23. Comparative study between PV parameters of OSCs with different conditions. The x 
axis in all graphs is scaled according to the device number; #1, #2, #3 and #4 stand for reference, 
Ag NSs, Au NRs, and Ag NSs+Au NRs devices, respectively. Various PV parameters including 
(a) VOC , (b) FF, (c) JSC, and (d) PCE are investigated. 
 
Figure ‎6-23 facilitates the comparative study between the main device parameters. The fact that 
integration of MNPs leads to essential improvements in photogenerated current rather than open 
circuit voltage or even FF, strongly indicates that these modifications are based on plasmon- 
enhanced absorption of photoactive material [119]. For more detailed investigations, the 







Figure ‎6-24. Comparison between absorption profiles of P3HT:PCBM film under different 
conditions: without MNPs( pristine), with Au NRs, with Ag NSs, and with (Au NRs+Ag NSs) 
dual metallic nanostructure.  
 
Although, a considerable enhancement in optical properties of Au NRs- or Ag NSs-integrated 
photoactive materials are observed compared to that of the pristine one, the intensified increase is 
evident in the case of dual metallic nanostructured P3HT:PCBM. Figure ‎6-25 illustrates the 
difference of absorption spectra between plasmonic (integrated with Au NRs, Ag NSs, and Ag 
NSs+Au NRs) and pure polymer:fullerene BHJ material.     
Although both MNPs could enhance the absorption of photoactive material within the visible 
regime, Au NRs offer a stronger absorption between 530 nm and 650 nm whereas this 
wavelength shifts to 400 nm till 530 nm for Ag NSs. In fact, the 530 nm wavelength is the 
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intersection of two absorption enhancement spectra of Au NRs- and Ag NSs-incorporated 
photoactive material based on the pristine P3HT:PCBM.  
 
Figure ‎6-25. Absorption enhancement of MNPs-incorporated P3HT:PCBM films from that of the 
pristine P3HT:PCBM one (film I). A comparison between Ag NSs (film III), Au NRs (film II), 
and Ag NSs+Au NRs integrated films (film IV).  
 
This confirms that the absorption enhancement by Au NRs and Ag NSs combine and in turn 
simultaneously contribute to the light harvesting and exciton generation inside the photoactive 
layer of bimetallic nanostructured OSCs. The higher values for JSC and PCE of dual metallic 
nanostructured plasmonic devices as compared to that of Au NRs- or Ag NSs-incorporated OSCs 





This work deals with the effects of a bimetallic nanostructured solution composed of Au NRs and 
Ag NSs introduced into an OSC by means of spin-casting on top of an ITO modified anode. The 
results revealed a significant enhancement in PCE and JSC by up to 30% and 27%, respectively.  
In order to understand the mechanisms responsible for these improvements, first the OSCs with 
only one type of MNPs were fabricated and characterized. The fabrication process included 
various chemical and deposition techniques. In our study, the standard reference OSC possesses 
the structure of ITO/ PEDOT:PSS/ P3HT:PCBM/ LiF/ Al.  
Two dissimilar MNPs with different properties were selected. They were then optimized in terms 
of various parameters, such as optical and structural effects of nano-meter sized metallic particles 
resulting from differences in geometry, density, size, and shape (e.g. the match between their 
resonance peaks and maximum absorption spectra of the photoactive material). 
In addition, the sizes of MNPs were also chosen based on the thickness of PEDOT:PSS. Since the 
enhanced electric field induced by LSPR decreases exponentially with distance, the center of the 
MNPs should be close enough to the interface of buffer layer and P3HT:PCBM in order to 
penetrate into the photoactive material and increase its light absorption. 
As deduced form the characterization data, the transverse and longitudinal resonance peaks of Au 
NRs with length of 60 nm and diameter of 25 nm (with aspect ratio of 2.5) are situated towards 
the NIR regime. Moreover, Au NRs were found to possess enhanced forward-scattering 
properties due to their unique shape. On the other hand, the absorption peak of Ag NSs with 40 
nm radius is situated more towards the blue wavelength regime.  
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Au NRs-incorporated OSCs showed remarkable enhancements both in PCE and JSC. However, 
FF and VOC remained the same. A similar behavior was observed for Ag NSs-integrated devices.  
Consequently, light harvesting enhancement and, in turn, greater exciton generation could be 
considered as the origin of improved performance of our devices. If the enhanced charge 
transport and collection efficiency were the main reasons of performance improvements, then the 
FF should also exhibit significant increases.  
It is worth noting that not only the optical characteristics but also the electrical properties of 
devices were improved significantly by incorporation of MNPs, specifically in the case of Au 
NRs.  
After investigating the individual characteristics of Au NRs and Ag NSs-integrated devices, we 
studied the impact of the double plasmonic structure on the performance of OSCs. The 
spectrophotometry results revealed that the absorption spectra of P3HT:PCBM with an interfacial 
layer of combined Ag NSs and Au NRs was more broad and more intense as compared to that of 
the incorporated devices with only one type of MNPs. This indicates that the absorption 
enhancement from different metallic nanoparticles combine and contribute simultaneously to the 
overall photocurrent and efficiency of the device.  
Future directions for this work include exploring coupled plasmonic effects induced by various 
nanometer-sized metallic structures. In conjunction with the investigation of devices incorporated 
with specified size, shape, type, and density of MNPs in diverse layers of an OSC, the 
nanostructures exhibiting optimum results can be integrated in one single device simultaneously 
in order to combine the advantages from each structure.  
Besides, the plasmonic effects induced by metallic arrays and gratings are of great interest. This 
could also be coupled with MNPs; that is, a metallic grating could be integrated on the back 
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electrode of a device in which MNPs are already deposited. As an example, the impacts of silver 
arrays on the back electrode of P3HT:PCBM bulk heterojunction OSC can be combined with 
plasmonic effects of Au NPs which are spin-casted on the ITO modified anode of the same 
device. Gold nanostars or nanoflowers would be interesting to explore in further studies because 
of their broad and rich absorption spectra. 
Furthermore, the combined plasmonic effect induced by dissimilar metal nanostructures can also 
be investigated in tandem SCs.  
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